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We investigate the eet of nonlinearity in a system desribed by an adiabatially evolving Hamil-
tonian. Experiments are onduted in a three-ore waveguide struture that is adiabatially varying
with distane, in analogy to the STIRAP proess in atomi physis. In the linear regime, the system
exhibits an adiabati power transfer between two waveguides whih are not diretly oupled, with
negligible power reorded in the intermediate oupling waveguide. In the presene of nonlinearity
the behavior of this onguration is drastially altered and the adiabati light passage is found to
ritially depend on the exitation power. We show how this eet is related to the destrution of
the dark state formed in the STIRAP onguration.
The adiabati theorem desribes one of the most pow-
erful onepts in quantum physis[1℄. It states that if the
parameters of a quantum system evolve slowly enough in
time, the assoiated initial eigenstates will be preserved,
and there will be no exhange of energy between them.
This well studied theorem nds wide appliations in di-
verse areas of siene ranging from moleular physis to
quantum eld theory, from hemistry to nulear physis.
A lose reexamination of the adiabati priniples led to
the disovery of Berry's geometri phase[2℄ - known to
our ubiquitously in many proesses in nature[3℄. Quite
reently, quantum adiabati methods were suggested as
a basis for a new lass of algorithms meant to address
NP-omplete problems within the framework of quantum
omputing[4℄. In addition, tehniques exploiting an adi-
abati passage provide pratial approahes in ahieving
nearly omplete population transfer between two quan-
tum states[5, 6, 7, 8℄. One suh example of oherent
adiabati exitation is stimulated Raman adiabati pas-
sage (STIRAP) that makes use of two appropriately pre-
pared laser pulses in order to ouple two non-degenerate
metastable states via an intermediate level. Remarkably
this an be ahieved without any appreiable exitation
of the intermediate state[5, 6, 9℄.
One of the underlying - and sometimes limiting- as-
sumptions of the adiabati theorem is the presumed in-
trinsi linearity of the system, a ondition that is often
not met under atual experimental onditions. For exam-
ple, nonlinearity omes into play in various adiabatially
evolving systems suh as Bose-Einstein ondensates in
slowly varying potentials or elds[10, 11, 12, 13℄ and non-
linear optial proesses[14, 15℄. Of ourse, the question
naturally arises on how nonlinear eets may inuene
suh adiabati transfer proesses[11, 12, 13, 16, 17℄ - an
aspet that has so far eluded experimental observation.
In this letter we onsider the inuene of nonlinearity
in systems desribed by an adiabatially evolving Hamil-
tonian. Experiments are onduted in a system of ou-
pled optial waveguides, in whih the distane between
hannels hanges slowly along the propagation axis. Non-
linear optial waveguides, desribed by the nonlinear
Shro¨dinger equation, allow one to take a simple and
diret experimental look at the interplay between adi-
abati evolution and nonlinearity. In addition they pro-
vide a diret analogy with various other quantum pro-
esses. These inlude time-dependent quantum eets in
atomi physis, Bose-Einstein ondensates in time vary-
ing traps and time dependent quantum-well potentials
- all desribed in dierent regimes by the same evolu-
tion equations presented here. As an example, we use a
three-waveguide struture that reprodues the STIRAP
proess in atomi physis[18℄. In the linear regime, the
system exhibits a omplete and irreversible power trans-
fer between two waveguides that are not diretly oupled,
via an intermediate hannel. Remarkably, this intermedi-
ate waveguide arries no signiant eld amplitude dur-
ing the power exhange. In the nonlinear regime, the
adiabati light passage is found to ritially depend on
the exitation power levels. We show how this eet is
related to the destrution of a dark state formed in the
STIRAP onguration[12℄.
Consider a system of three single-mode, evanesently
oupled nonlinear waveguides (denoted as 1, 2 and 3, see
Fig. 1a). The waveguides are idential in shape and
have a onstant width along the propagation diretion,
z. However, the distanes between the waveguides vary
along the propagation. Waveguides 1 and 3 are parallel
to eah other, while waveguide 2 is oblique; it is loser
to waveguide 1 at z = 0, and loser to waveguide 3 at
z = L, where L is the sample length (see Fig. 1a). As a
onsequene, the oupling rates between the waveguides
vary slowly along the propagation. At z = 0 the ou-
pling between waveguides 1 and 2 (C12) is strong, while
the oupling between waveguide 2 and 3 (C23) is weak.
At the output of the system (at z = L) the situation is
reversed, i.e. C23 > C12. The oupling between waveg-
uides 1 and 3 is pratially zero in this onguration.
The evolution of the modal amplitudes in these three
waveguides an be desribed by the following set of ou-
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Figure 1: (olor online). (a) A shemati view of the STIRAP
sample. The relative distane between the oupled waveg-
uides (denoted 1,2 and 3) hanges slowly along the propaga-
tion axis z, resulting in slowly hanging ouplings rates be-
tween the waveguides. (b) Adiabati light passage as alu-
lated from Eq. (2) for a 3-ore struture with α = 66m−1, L =
3cm, κ = 600m−1(see text for denitions). The intensity in
every hannel is plotted as a funtion of normalized distane.
pled disrete nonlinear Shro¨dinger equations:
i
∂En
∂z
+ βnEn +
∑
m
Cn,m(z)Em + Γ|En|2En = 0 (1)
where n = 1, 2, 3, En is the wave amplitude in waveg-
uide n, βn is the longitudinal wavevetor (propagation
onstant) for the mode or bound state in waveguide n
and the summation is arried out on nearest-neighbors.
The last term in Eq.(1) aounts for the nonlinear de-
pendene of the on-site wavevetor β, where Γ is assoi-
ated with the Kerr nonlinear oeient of the waveguide
struture. This term is important only in the nonlinear
regime and an be negleted at low light power levels.
In the linear limit, the desription of this system by
Eq.(1) arries a perfet analogy to the STIRAP proess,
rst desribed in the framework of atomi physis[5, 6℄.
This surprising proess leads to a omplete transfer of
population between two atomi levels for whih a diret
transition is forbidden, via a third level. However, in
the adiabati limit the intermediate level is never popu-
lated during the proess[6℄. Indeed, the equations used
to desribe the STIRAP eet in atomi physis are iden-
tial, under the rotating wave approximation, to Eq.(1)
in the linear limit. In this analogy z replaes time, the
amplitude in eah waveguide orresponds to the ampli-
tude in eah atomi level and the oupling between the
waveguides plays the role of the Rabbi oupling of the
atomi energy levels aused by resonant eletromagneti
radiation. Idential values of the parameterβ for oupled
waveguides represent zero detuning of the eletromag-
neti radiation from the level spaing. A linear STIRAP
sheme was reently suggested in an optial system us-
ing a dierent analogy that required an imprint of pe-
riodi gratings or bending of the waveguides along the
propagation axis, to introdue oupling between dissimi-
lar waveguides[19, 20℄. An implementation using identi-
al waveguides and a simple geometry similar to the one
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Figure 2: (olor online). Adiabati passage in the STIRAP
sample. (a) Measurement of the output light distribution
when light is injeted into waveguide 1. After the adiabati
sweep, the light emerges from waveguide 3. (b) The same
experiment in a trunated sample, showing that during the
adiabati sweep, there is signiant intensity in waveguide 2.
() BPM simulations of the propagation. (d)-(f) The same
as (a)-(), when light is injeted to waveguide 3 and emerges
from waveguide 1. In this ase, during the adiabati sweep
the intensity in waveguide 2 is negligibly small.
disussed here was proposed by Paspalakis[21℄, and re-
ently implemented in the linear regime by Longhi and
oworkers[18℄.
To theoretially analyze the linear response (γ = 0) of
the system shown in Fig. 1a we reall that the oupling
oeient between two evanesently oupled waveguides
varies exponentially with the separation distane[22℄. As
a result, for a struture of length L, the two oupling
onstants are found to vary aording to C12(z) = κ ·
exp[−α(z−L/2)] and C23(z) = κ ·exp[α(z−L/2)], where
κ is the oupling strength in the middle of the struture
(z = L/2) and α is a slow adiabati parameter related to
the slope of waveguide 2, that is γ ≡ α/κ≪ 1. If at the
input of this system, the third waveguide is exited, i.e.
E3(0) = 1 , then by employing WKB expansion methods
one an show that to a very good approximation the eld
in the rst waveguide evolves aording to:
E1(z)e
−iβz =
A
√
1 + e4t0√
1 + e−4t
− A
√
1 + e−4t0
cosφ
√
1 + e4t
cos[Q(t) + φ]
(2)
In Eq.(2), A−1 = [−4γ2− 2γ2 tanh(2t0)− 2 cosh(2t0)],
t0 = αL/2, t = α(z − (L/2)), −t0 ≤ t ≤ t0, tanh(φ) =
−γ(2/ cosh(2t0))1/2, and Q(t) is a phase funtion. E2
and E3 are obtained by plugging Eq. (2) into Eq. (1),
and using the onservation law |E3|2 = 1− |E1|2− |E2|2.
Fig. 1b shows the evolution of the intensities In = |En|2
in a 3-ore adiabati system with parameter values very
lose to those used in our experiments, as obtained from
the analytial expressions of Eq. (2). The numerial
3results are not shown here sine they are very lose to
those already depited. As learly shown in Fig. 1b,
the power adiabatially leaves hannel 3 and eventually
populates hannel 1, with very little energy remaining
in the intermediate waveguide. This is in perfet anal-
ogy to the STIRAP proess. The rst term on the right
of Eq.(2) is primarily responsible for this adiabati tran-
sition whereas the seond one desribes the osillatory
omponent in Fig. 1b.
The waveguide triplet used in our experiment was fab-
riated on an AlGaAs substrate, using standard pho-
tolithography tehniques[23℄. The waveguides have a
width of 3 µm, and the sample length is L=18mm. The
edge-to-edge distane between waveguide 1 and 2 is 2
µm at z=0, and 7 µm at z=L, while the distane be-
tween waveguide 1 and 3 is xed at 12 µm. This yields
a oupling of 2500 m−1 between waveguide 2 and 3 at
z=L=18 mm and a oupling of 250 m−1 between waveg-
uide 2 and 3 at z=0, while the oupling between the
waveguides is 790 m−1 at z=L/2. A seond sample with
similar parameters was fabriated, and was trunated to
enable observation of the amplitude in the waveguides
before the full sweep is ahieved. In the experiments pre-
sented below, light is injeted into one of the waveguides
in the struture at z=0, propagates along the sample and
is measured at the sample output. Nonlinearity is intro-
dued by inreasing the power of the input beam. A
full desription of the experimental setup an be found
elsewhere[23℄.
Fig. 2 shows the result of experiments done at low
powers. When the input beam is launhed into waveg-
uide 1 (Fig. 2a), the output light emerges from waveg-
uide 3. However, a similar experiment done in the trun-
ated sample (Fig. 2b), reveals that waveguide 2 arries
a signiant eld amplitude during the power exhange
between waveguide 1 and waveguide 3. This is also illus-
trated in the BPM simulation shown in Fig. 2. On the
other hand, when light is initially injeted into waveguide
3, it emerges from waveguide 1 as shown in Fig. 2d, yet
the trunated sample shows that in this ase the inte-
sity in waveguide 2 is negligible during the proess (Fig.
2e). This result is orroborated by the BPM simulation,
as shown in Fig. 2f. Even though the oupling between
waveguide 3 and waveguide 1 is zero, power is fully ex-
hanged between them during the adiabati sweep, with
only minimal exitation of waveguide 2.
We now turn to the eet of nonlinear perturbations on
the adiabati passage desribed above. For this purpose
we again launhed light into waveguide 3, and measured
the output light distribution as a funtion of the input
beam power. The results of this experiment are presented
in Fig. 3a. These results show that the presene of non-
linearity redues the eieny of the adiabati passage,
even at relatively weak powers. The experimentally mea-
sured light distribution at the output are ompared to
BPM numerial results in Fig. 3b, taking into aount
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Figure 3: (olor online). The eet of nonlinearity on adi-
abati passage. (a) Measurements of the output light dis-
tribution as in Fig. 2d, at dierent input intensities. (b)
omparison between the experimental results (markers) and
numerial alulations (lines, see text). () Numerial alu-
lations of the intensity distribution in the sample along the
propagation, for an input power of 350W.
orretions due to dispersion and ross-phase modulation
eets[24℄. The experimental and numerial results show
good agreement in the weak nonlinear regime, while at
higher powers the experiment deviates from the theory,
probably due to nonlinear absorption eets. Fig. 3
shows an example of the alulated evolution of the in-
tensities in waveguides 1 and 3 along the propagation in
the nonlinear regime (power of 350W). This gure should
be ompared with the linear dynamis in Fig 1b.
These results are ompatible with previous theoretial
preditions that onsidered the mean-eld dynamis of a
Bose-Einstein ondensate in a time dependent triple-well
trap[11℄. The authors have shown that the adiabati pas-
sage should break down when the magnitude of the non-
linear parameter Γ exeeds that of the detuning between
levels. In the optial analogue, detuning is introdued
when the waveguides have dierent propagation parame-
ters β. In the onguration used here all three waveguides
are idential, whih orresponds to zero detuning, hene
the adiabati passage is expeted to break down even for
very weak nonlinearity.
The STIRAP eet relyes on the existene of a dark
eignstate of the system, a phenomenon known as Co-
herent Population Trapping (CPT)[6, 9℄. It has been
theoretially shown that dynamial level shifts indued
by nonlinearity an aet the resonane ondition that
leads to the CPT state, hene reduing the eieny of
4z
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Figure 4: (olor online). (a) A shemati view of the sample
used to probe the dark state. (b) Formation of the dark state
in the linear regime. Light is injeted to waveguide 3 and re-
mains trapped there, despite the oupling between waveguide
3 and waveguide 2 (see text). () Partial destrution of the
dark state by nonlinearity.
STIRAP[12℄. To demonstrate this eet in our system,
we onsider the onguration presented in Fig. 4a whih
is idential to the onguration of the STIRAP sample
at z=0, but with no variation of the ouplings along the
z diretion. Waveguides 3 and 2 are weakly oupled,
therefore light injeted into waveguide 3 is expeted to
tunnel along the propagation to waveguide 2. However,
the strong oupling between waveguide 2 and waveguide
1 results in two new modes with propagation onstants
that are spaed symmetrially around that of the third
guide. This leads to a sharp resonane that eliminates
the tunneling, and therefore light that is injeted into
waveguide 3 remains trapped in that waveguide. The for-
mation of this dark state is experimentally demonstrated
in Fig. 4b. When nonlinearity is introdued by inreas-
ing the input power (300W), the eigenvalue of the mode
in waveguide 3 is shifted and the resonane ondition is
no longer satised. As a result the dark state is destroyed
and tunneling out of waveguide 3 is partially reovered
(Fig. 4). Sine the STIRAP eet is based on the evo-
lution of this dark state, this also explains the sensitivity
of STIRAP to nonlinearity. Is it interesting to note that
even though the level detuning due to nonlinearity an in
priniple be ompensated by the sample design, the dark
state may still be dynamially unstable[12℄.
In summary, using oupled nonlinear optial waveg-
uides we have investigated the eet of nonlinearity on
an adiabati proess - an optial analogue of the STI-
RAP proess. In the nonlinear regime, we found that
even weak nonlinearity is enough to impair the eieny
of STIRAP. This was explained by the destrution of the
dark state formed in the STIRAP onguration.
The approah presented here an be extended to more
omplex strutures, implementing a variety of slowly-
varying photoni potentials and giving rise to new non-
linear eets. Waveguide latties an be used to adi-
abatially introdue hanges in the dispersion relation,
for example by opening or shifting gaps in the spetrum
or by introduing disorder, oering a new experimental
playground for the study of the interplay between non-
linearity and adiabatiity.
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